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Kananginak Pootoogook, Kavavaow Mannomee, Caribou Family, Cape Dorset, 2001. Stonecut on paper, 29/50.

On behalf of the Bowdoin College community and the public we want to thank Marcia and
Robert Ellis who so generously donated the art in this collection and subsidized this brochure.
Proceeds from the Russell and Janet Doubleday endowment funded the exhibtion.
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Cover image: Abraham Apakark Anghik, Searching for my Ancestors, Paulatuk, before 2005. Stone.
Photos by Dean Abramson.
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are represented as well.

Osuitok Ipeelee, Spirit Owl, Cape Dorset, n.d. Stone.
Donated by Marcia and Robert Ellis in honor of
Philip Russakoff, Bowdoin class of 1945.

Ematulu Saggiak, Walrus, Cape Dorset,
before 2011. Stone, antler.

Pudlalik Shaa, Dancing Goose [Preening Goose],
Cape Dorset, 9/4/94. Stone.

The Human Form

Kananginak Pootoogook’s Great Big Bear lumbers away in
search of a seal, while David Ruben Piqtoukun’s alert and
elegant muskox seems ready to confront any threat.
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Kiugak Ashoona, Hunter, Cape Dorset, 1998.
Stone, antler, hide.
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He is transformed and also
consumed by his helping

David Ruben Piqtoukun, Muskox, Paulatuk, 1996. Stone, antler.

spirits; only his head retains
its human form.
Abraham Apakark Anghik, Shaman and Helpers,
Paulatuk, before 1997. Stone.
Kananginak Pootoogook, Pitseolak Niviaqsi, Angujjuaq/Great Big Bear, Cape Dorset, 2003.
Lithograph and stencil on paper, 47/50.

Oviloo Tunnillie, Sedna,
Cape Dorset, 1999. Stone.

